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Abstract

Background: Lung cancer is the most often event cancer around the world and the first leading cause of cancer
death in human beings. Rab39a protein is implicated in vesicular trafficking and fusion of phagosomes with
lysosomes. Rab39a is overexpressed in lung cancer, which converts normal cells to abnormal cells that reproduce
quickly, and resists programmed cell death that usually kills aberrant cells.

Aim: In the present study, the structure-based drug discovery approach is applied to identify new lead structures as
cancer drug candidates against Rab39a.

Methods: A valid three-dimensional (3D) model of Rab39a generation, the prediction of protein–protein
interactions (Rab39a/DENND5B) and active site identification were achieved by computational techniques.

Results: Our studies suggest that the amino acid residues from PHE28 to LYS63 are important for binding with the
ligand molecules. Subsequently, the virtual screening study was carried out with ligand databases against the active
site of Rab39a.

Conclusion: The ligand molecules with hetero amine moieties and amide group (-CONH-) have shown good value
of docking score and agreeable ADME properties, so they were prioritized as potential inhibitors of Rab39a protein.
Hence, Rab39a has emerged as a therapeutic target for drug development towards lung cancer.
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Background
Cancer is a genetic disease caused by many changes
within the DNA of a cell, which lead to conversion
of normal cells to malignant cells [1]. Lung cancer is
the first leading cause of cancer death in Homo sa-
piens [2]. Rab proteins are key mediators of regula-
tion of vesicle transport pathway, which is
fundamental to all cells [3]. Rab family proteins are
active in the macromolecular transport across plasma

membrane along exo- and endocytic pathways. How-
ever, the best-characterized function of these
GTPases is in membrane fusion, where they have an
active role in tethering the compartments that are
going to be fused [4]. Rab39a protein is expressed
ubiquitously in the cells of human beings. Human
Rab39a controls the regulation of Golgi-associated
vesicular transport along the endocytosis pathway
[5]. Cancer is associated with the functional
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impairments of Rab signalling pathways [6]. An alter-
ation in the regulation of the vesicular traffic is
responsible for tumour progression. The present work is
based on the application of computational approaches for
identifying new antagonists against Rab39a, which may be
used as lung cancer therapeutics.

Role of Rab39a protein
The role of RabGTPases, in regulating membrane traf-
ficking between organelles, is in the recruitment of

effector proteins [7]. The functional cycle of Rab39a is
shown in Fig. 1, which illustrates that the target protein
is upregulated (activation) by GEF (guanine nucleotide
exchange factors) family proteins and downregulated
(deactivation) by GAPs (GTPase-activating proteins) [10,
11]. DENND5B acts as Rab39aGEF for facilitating the
activation of the target [8]. The active form of Rab39a is
associated with the trafficking of and interaction be-
tween endosomal compartments. Aberration in Rab39a
and/or its effector function is implicated in progression

Fig. 1 Biochemical pathway of Rab39a: The human Rab39a cycle between the active GTP-bound (membrane-associated) and inactive GDP-bound
(cytosol-associated) conformations using DENN as guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) and GTPase-activating protein (GAP). Rab39a is
involved in regulation of cellular endocytosis pathway along Golgi-associate vesicular transport. Alteration in Rab39a has been implicated in
causing lung cancer [5, 8, 9]

Fig. 2 The conserved domains of Rab39a protein: Basic local alignment search tool [12] illustrates that the residues from 28 to 54 are important
for putative GEF interaction site
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of lung cancer [5, 9]. In this study, the activation path-
way of Rab39a is targeted to identify the antagonists
against lung carcinoma, using computational techniques.

Methods
Homology modelling
The 3D structure of the target protein is generated by a
homology modeling technique. The amino acid sequence
of Rab39a (ID: Q14964) is retrieved from UniProt data-
base (https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/Q14964). The
identification of suitable homologous template structures
for the modeling of the target protein is carried out using
different server tools, namely, BLASTp (Basic Alignment
Tool program), Phyre2 (Protein Homology/analogY Rec-
ognition Engine V 2.0), JPred4 (Java Prediction V 4.0) and
Domain Fishing servers [12–15]. The sequence identity

and the statistical measure E value are the parameters
used for the selection of the homologous template. The se-
quence alignment is performed by subjecting the amino acid
sequences of the target and template proteins to ClustalW
server tool [16], to identify the structurally conserved and
similar regions, applying protein weight matrix GONNET
[17]. Some models of the target protein are generated using
a protein structure modeling program, Modeller 9.11 [18],
and the model with the lowest modeler objective function is
selected for further validation.

Model validation
The generated 3D model of Rab39a is refined by Rama-
chandran plot (RC) and protein structure analysis
(ProSA) servers. RC plot statistics gives the Phi (ɸ)
versus Psi (Ψ) angle distribution of residues of the
protein, to predict its stereochemical validity [19].
The quality of 3D model is further evaluated using
ProSA server [20].

Binding regions in Rab39a
The hydrophobic cavities in the protein that act as an
active site are important for binding a variety of lig-
and groups [21].

Table 1 Template search results for Rab39a

Name of
server

Parameters for template selection E
values

PDB
code

BLAST Sequence similarity 5e− 46 4D0L

Phyre2 Protein fold
recognition(threading)

2e− 27 4D0L

Jpred4 Secondary structure prediction 3e− 35 4D0L

Fig. 3 Sequence alignment of Rab39a with template protein: The pairwise sequence alignment between two proteins was carried out using
ClustalW [16]. The conserved residues (96.45%) are represented in pink color, while highly and weakly similar residues (3.55%) in blue and green
color, respectively
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Fig. 4 (See legend on next page.)
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Binding site identification
The binding cavities are identified using computational
tools such as Computed Atlas of Surface Topography of
protein (CASTp) [22] and Sitemap module [23] of
Schrodinger. CASTp identifies the binding sites, their
respective volumes and areas. In addition, sitemap pre-
dicts the characteristics of ligand binding sites.

Protein–protein docking
Protein–protein interactions (PPIs) are critical for all
cellular pathways and signal transduction [24]. The
Rab39a/DENND5B interactions are examined by in
silico protein–protein docking studies using patch-
Dock sever Beta V 1.3 [25], and the results are cor-
roborated with the binding pockets identified from
computational prediction tools. Accelrys Discovery

Studio Visualizer 3.5 [26] is used to visualize the
Rab39a/DENND5B intermolecular interactions.

Virtual screening
Virtual screening study is considered as an important
concept to identify new drug-like compounds [27].

Protein optimization
The energy minimization is a basic process to prepare
chemically correct and fully optimized protein structure
[28]. The process is carried out using protein preparation
wizard in Schrodinger suite, which is performed using an
all-atom Impact Refinement (Impref) (Impact v 5.0, Schro-
dinger, NY), to adjust steric clashes and to remove water
molecules [29].

(See figure on previous page.)
Fig. 4 a The stereochemical analysis of Rab39a: The red area represents most favorable region of residues, yellow region is additionally
allowed and light yellow region is generously allowed. The RC plot [19] represents 94.8% of residues in most favored region
indicating a good quality model. b The local model quality of Rab39a: The protein score (− 5.88) falls in the range of PDB proteins
submitted by NMR (dark blue region) and X-ray crystallography (light blue region), indicating a good quality model [19]. c ProSA
energy plot of Rab39a: The graph shows local model quality by plotting energies as a function against amino acid sequence position.
The ProSA [20] of the model shows maximum residues in the negative energy region. The negative ProSA energies of Rab39a indicate
a reliable arrangement of residues in the 3D model

Fig. 5 Three-dimensional structure of Rab39a: The 3D structure of Rab39a has 6 α- helices and 6 β- sheets, obtained from
Modeller 9.11 [18]
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Ligand preparation
The ligands are subjected to Schrödinger’s Ligprep
module [30], to produce different conformers, based
on their ionization states and stereochemistry. Partial
atomic charges are computed by using the OPLS-
2005 (optimized potentials for liquid simulations)
force field [31].

Docking and solvent accessible surface area (SASA)
Molecular docking is a computational tool which
helps in the prediction of binding abilities between
Rab39a and ligands [32]. The ability of protein to
interact with small molecules controls a significant
part of the protein dynamics, which may inhibit
their biological function [33]. The potential binding
regions in the target are described using solvent
accessible surface area (SASA) [34]. The SASA
values of Rab39a and ligand molecules are analysed
before and after docking, using Discovery Studio
Visualizer 3.5 [26].

ADME (adsorption, distribution, metabolic and excretion)
Structures with unfavorable ADME have been
reported to be a reason for failure of the drug candi-
date molecules in drug design [35]. The pharmacoki-
netic properties of the ligands are calculated by
subjecting them to QikProp [36] module (QikProp
version 3.3) [37].

Results
In the current study, the homology modeling tech-
nique for evaluating the Rab39a structure was ap-
plied, and the virtual screening of ligand molecules
against Rab39a was performed to identify novel in-
hibitors which may help in cancer therapy.

Template identification and sequence alignment
The homology modeling technique was applied to
generate 3D structure of the target, based on tem-
plate. The FASTA sequence of Rab39a (217 amino
acid residues) was retrieved from UniProtKB [38].
The plausible template was identified by submitting
the FASTA sequence to BLAST, Phyre2, Jpred4 (Java
Prediction V 4.0) and Domain Fishing server tools.
BLAST illustrates the residues ranging from PHE28
to LYS63 to be important for putative GEF inter-
action site. The residues from SER17 to SER157 are
responsible for GTP/Mg2+ binding, as presented in
Fig. 2. For many Rab family proteins, Mg2+ ion is
necessary for guanine nucleotide binding and GTP
hydrolysis [39]. Phyre2 was used to identify the
templates with analogue fold structures. The sec-
ondary structure prediction of Rab39a was analysed
using Jpred4. The results are shown with their cor-
responding E values in Table 1. Domain fishing tool
shows the P-loop NTPase fold (G15XXXXGKS22),
which is the most prevalent domain of several dis-
tinct nucleotide-binding protein folds. The homolo-
gous protein sequence obtained for Rab39a with low
E value was considered as a template [40]. A low E
value represents a high-sequence identity. 4D0L was
selected depending on the maximum identity (95%),
statistical E value (2 × 10−57) and query coverage
(93%) with that of Rab39a. The results of ClustalW
show that 96.40% are conserved and 3.60% are
strongly/weakly similar residues as represented in
Fig. 3.

3D model building
Thirty models were initially built with a modeler
objective function ranging from 1085 to 1260. The
model with the lowest probability density function
(1085) was selected for further refinement.

Structural refinement and validation
The structure of Rab39a was subjected to Swiss-Pdb
Viewer for loop modeling and energy minimization, by
applying GROMOS96 Force-Field 4.1.0. The total energy
calculated for the refined protein model was − 1716 kcal
mol−1. The stereochemical validity of Rab39a was
assessed using the RC plot, as shown in Fig. 4a. The plot
statistics shows 94.8% (183aa) of the total residues in the
most favored regions and 5.2% residues (10aa) in

Table 2 Secondary structure details of the Rab39a: the α-
helices in Rab39a

No. Start End No.. residue Length(A°) Amino acid sequence

1 Lys21 Phe28 8 12.24 KSCLLHRF

2 Arg76 Tyr82 7 11.55 RSITRSY

3 Arg98 Glu102 5 8.38 RRSFE

4 Val104 Tyr114 11 16.53 VKDWLEEAKMY

5 Arg139 Cys149 11 16.99 REEAEKLSADC

6 Val164 Ile179 16 25.01 VEESFTILTRDIYELI

The amino acid sequences forming the alpha helices in the modeled Rab39a

Table 3 Secondary structure details of the Rab39a: the β-sheets
in Rab39a

No. Start End No. residue Length(A°) Amino acid sequence

1 Tyr7 Gly15 9 13.56 YQFRLIVIG

2 Asp48 Glu55 8 12.22 DFFSRLLE

3 Arg61 Asp68 8 12.25 RIKLQLWD

4 Gly88 Asp94 7 11.50 GGFLVFD

5 Val121 His127 7 11.35 VFLLVGH

6 Lys152 Thr156 5 8.27 KYIET

The amino acid sequences forming the beta sheets in the modeled Rab39a
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additionally allowed regions, which implies that the gen-
erated 3D model is a good quality model. The ProSA Z-
score value is compared with that for the proteins deter-
mined by X-ray crystallography (light blue) and NMR
spectroscopy (dark blue) (Fig. 4b). The ProSA server re-
sults show a Z-score value of − 5.88 for Rab39a struc-
ture. The score is within the range of the PDB proteins
evaluated by X-ray and NMR, predicting a good quality
model. The residues with negative ProSA energies are
consistently good in quality. Most of residues of Rab39a
have negative energies, as shown in Fig. 4c, indicating an
acceptable model.

Structural features of Rab39a
The 3D model was visualized using PyMOL 1.3 soft-
ware [41], which shows that the model consists of
six α- helices and six β- sheets (Fig. 5). N-terminal
indicates the starting residue, and C-terminal indi-
cates the end residue. Similar computational protocol
for the secondary structure details was reported earl-
ier by Aboubakr et al. 2016 [42]. Tables 2 and 3
show sequences of helices and sheets in the modeled
Rab39a. The residues are held together by intramo-
lecular hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, π-π, π-cation
and π-sigma interactions. The structure shows two

Fig. 6 The double-cysteine residues at terminal-C in Rab39a: The double cysteines 215 and 217 are represented in blue ball and stick model that
help in the identification and stability of Rab39a [45]

Fig. 7 The binding cavities of Rab39a obtained from CASTp server [22]: Site1 is represented in green, site 2 in orange, site 3 in cyan and site 4 in
pink color
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Fig. 8 Active site of Rab39a obtained from Sitemap module [23]: The hydrogen bond acceptor region is indicated in red, H-bond donor regions
in blue and hydrophobic pockets in yellow color

Fig. 9 The protein–protein interaction between Rab39a and natural substrate [25]: The Rab39a (yellow) interacts with DENND5B
(green). The specific binding residues of Rab39a are shown in red-labeled sticks (CYS41, VAL45, PHE49, SER51, ARG61 and LYS63) in
Rab39a. The residues of DENND5B are represented in violet color, while the H-bond interactions in blue color and π interactions in
orange lines.
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pairs of amino acids that form π-π, ten π-cation and
one π-sigma interactions, which add stability to the
protein structure [43].

The Rab-specific regions
The highly variable C-terminal end of Rab proteins
is the main structural determinant for their specific
targeting of distinct cellular membranes [44]. The
two C-terminal cysteine residues, found as XXCXC
combination, form the Rab prenylation motifs with
isoprenyl group, to facilitate the attachment to cell
membrane [45]. The presence of double-cysteine
motif helps in the folding and stability of target
Rab39a, as shown in Fig. 6.

Binding site prediction
The binding sites were predicted by computational
techniques as illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. The re-
sults declare that PHE28 to LYS63 are important
for binding with ligands. The aim of the PPI study
of Rab39a with its natural substrate DENND5B is
to find the nature of association of the two inter-
acting proteins. The molecular interactions of two
proteins were examined using patchDock sever Beta
V 1.3 (Fig. 9, Table 4), which shows CYS41, VAL45,
PHE49, SER51, ARG61 and LYS63 of Rab39a inter-
act with ASN849, ASN849, HIS933, ARG1008,
THR975, ASN970 and GLU973 of DENND5B, re-
spectively. The results were corroborated and com-
pared with that identified from computational
prediction tools, which show that residues ranging
from PHE28 to LYS63 are important for Rab39a
binding.

Structure-based virtual screening, SASA and ADME
analysis
Structure-based virtual screening technique helps in
identifying new molecular entities (NMEs) which may
act as effective and selective drug candidates. The bind-
ing site region of the 3D structure and ligands prepared
from Sigma Tim Tec database were used in a screening
study. A grid was generated around the binding region
with 70Å × 70Å × 70Å dimensions (Fig. 10) for specific
docking [46]. The study was performed using workflow
docking program of Glide incorporated in the Schrodin-
ger package by Maestro, to predict the best binding
modes. The ligands, 12690, were submitted to Ligprep
module of Schrodinger suite. Four low-energy con-
formers were generated per ligand. The output of 17673

Fig. 10 Grid generation around binding site region: The grid generated with 70Å × 70Å × 70Å dimensions using receptor grid generation of
Glide module [46]

Table 4 Intermolecular interactions between Rab39a and
natural substrate

Binding residues Distance of H-bonds (A°)

H-bonds CYS41:SG - B:ASN849:O 1.82

CYS41:SG - B:ASN849:OD1 2.36

SER51:N - B:THR975:OG1 2.87

SER51:OG - B:GLU973:OE2 1.87

ARG61:NH2 - B:ASN970:OD1 2.56

LYS63:NZ - B:GLU973:OE1 1.96

LYS63:NZ - B:GLU973:OE2 2.82

ASN849:ND2 - :VAL45:O 2.78

Pi-cation PHE49 - B:ARG1008:NH1 6.51

PHE49 - B:ARG1008:NH2 4.56

Pi-sigma B:HIS933 - :PHE49:CE2 3.19

CYS41, VAL45, PHE49, SER51, ARG61 and LYS63 residues in Rab39a bind with
natural substrate DENND5B, analysed using Discovery studio
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Table 5 The ligand structures and the intermolecular interactions with Rab39a protein

The binding interactions of docked ligands M1 to M8 with Rab39a show H-bonding, Pi–Pi, Pi-cation and Pi-sigma interactions
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isomeric structures were obtained (Table 5).The gener-
ated structures were subjected to HTVS mode and 10%
ligands (1767) obtained as output, followed by 10% of
the structures, 176, screened in SP mode, and then the
10% of the resultant SP docking mode structures were
screened in XP mode and finally 17 ligand-protein
docked complex structures were obtained as an output
of screening. These structures can be considered as new
molecular entities and can be used against Rab39a.

Discussion
A total of 17 docked complexes obtained show a Glide
score in the range of − 7.31 to − 6.52. A sample of eight
best docked ligand molecules, arranged rank wise based
on their docking score and docking energy, is shown in
Table 5. The interactions of Rab39a and ligands are shown
in Fig. 11. The docked complexes were visualized using
Discovery Studio Visualizer 3.5. The binding residues of
Rab39a are shown in a pink-colored stick model, and the
ligands are represented in a cyan-colored stick model. The
hydrogen bonds are represented by brown lines, and all π
interactions are shown in yellow lines (Fig. 11).The ligand
molecules with hetero amines (indazole, pyrazole, oxadia-
zole, pyridine and pyrimidine) moieties, amide (-CONH-)
and (-OH) groups in ligands M1–M8 are observed to be
common pharmacophore groups which interact with the
residues PHE28, THR29, GLN30, ARG32, GLY35,
ARG37, ALA40, VAL47, ASP48, PHE49, PHE50, SER51,
ARG52 and LYS63 of the target protein through hydrogen
bonds interactions as represented in Table 5. The residues
PHE49, PHE50 and ARG52 form π-π interactions with
ligand M1. In addition, the residues ARG27, ARG52 and
PHE50 form π-cation and π-sigma interaction with M5,
M6 and M8, respectively, as illustrated in Table 5. The re-
sults showed that the compounds M5 and M6 form pi-
cation interactions with the target proteins through
ARG27 and ARG52. This is due to arginine containing
positively charged guanidinum group H2N-C(=NH)-NH-
that is involved in forming pi-cation interaction with het-
ero amine moieties in compounds. These non-covalent in-
teractions add more stability to the protein-ligand
complex. Figure 12 is an example for calculations of
Rab39a (before docking) and Rab39a-M1 complex (after
docking). The decrease in SASA values confirms that resi-
dues (PHE28 to LYS63) are involved in the formation of

Fig. 11 Docked structures of top eight hits with Rab39a (i) three-
dimensional [26] and (ii) two-dimensional depicting the
interactions between Rab39a and ligand molecules: (i) Rab39a
protein is represented in gold color, binding residues in pink
stick, and the ligands in cyan stick model. The H-bonds are in
brown, and π interactions in yellow color. (ii) The residues are
shown in a three-letter code, H-bonds in pink lines, and π-π in
green color
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the bonds with ligands. The screened ligands with permis-
sible ADME properties are considered as novel drug-like
molecules. The pharmacokinetics properties of eight lig-
and molecules are tabulated in Table 6. They have stars
ranging from 0 to 5, which fall in the range of 95% of
existing drug molecules. In addition, they obey the
Lipinski rule of five and the Jorgenson rule of three, with-
out showing any deviation, suggesting that they are with
drug-like properties which can be considered as potent
antagonists against Rab39a.

Conclusion
The experimental studies reveal that the overexpres-
sion of Rab signaling proteins promote the cellular
functions that become overly active in cancerous cells.
Rab39a is involved in regulation of cellular endocyto-
sis pathway. Alteration in Rab39a and its associated
regulatory proteins has been implicated in causing

lung carcinoma. Therefore, Rab39a is treated as a
novel target for design of new molecular entities
(NMEs), as lung cancer therapeutics by application of
in silico technique. The homology model of Rab39a
was evaluated by comparative modeling program. The
energy of the generated 3D model was minimized and
validated using Ramachandran plot and ProSA. The
binding sites were identified using computational pre-
diction tools, which show that PHE28 to LYS63 are
important for binding. Computer-aided virtual screen-
ing was carried out to find novel ligands with better
glide scores. The hetero amine moieties are important
pharmacophore groups which may be useful for de-
signing new anticancer leads against the target pro-
tein. The ligand molecules show admissible ADME
properties, which may be used as cancer therapeutics.
Our study helps in identification of potential antago-
nists against lung cancer.

Fig. 12 Solvent accessible surface area of Rab39a and Rab39a/ligand complex: The SASA value [34] of Rab39a before docking (Rab39a-BD) is
represented in blue color peak, and the protein-ligand complex (Rab39a-M1) is represented in red color. The residues are shown on the X-axis
and the SASA values are shown on the Y-axis

Table 6 ADME properties of the top docked molecules

S. no. Stars CNS M.Wt DHB AHB QPlog Po/w QPlog BB Percent human oral absorption Rule of five Rule of three

M1 0 − 2 389.46 1 9.75 1.95 − 1.08 85.36 0 0

M2 2 − 2 216.21 5 7.5 -2.18 − 1.45 29.13 0 1

M3 5 − 2 590.66 2 11 4.34 − 2.15 76.72 1 1

M4 0 − 2 444.48 2 11 2.37 − 1.65 84.58 0 0

M5 1 − 2 409.49 3 5.5 4.86 − 1.01 100.00 0 1

M6 0 − 2 428.42 3 13 0.44 − 2.76 30.03 1 1

M7 0 − 2 406.44 3 6.75 3.50 − 1.35 93.35 0 1

M8 0 − 2 348.41 3 7.2 2.50 − 1.24 91.19 0 1

The permissible ranges are as follows: stars: (0–5); CNS: − 2 (inactive) +2 (active); M.Wt.: (130–725); donor HB: (0.0–6.0); accept HB: (2.0–20.0); QPlogPo/w: (− 2.0 to
6.5); QPlogBB:(− 3.0 to − 1.2); percent human oral absorption: > 80% high, < 25% low; rule of three (3); rule of five (4)
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- The ligands prepared from Sigma Tim Tec database, were used in
screening study.
- The ligands are subjected to Schrödinger's Ligprep module, to produce
different conformers https://www.schrodinger.com/.

- The pharmacokinetic properties of the ligands are calculated by subjecting
them to QikProp module (QikProp version 3.3) https://www.schrodinger.
com/
- The dataset used during the current study are available in the [Sigma Tim
Tec database] repository, [https://www.timtec.net/].
- All data generated or analysed during this study are included in this
published article [and its supplementary information files].
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